
 

  

 

  

  
  

 
  

  
  

 
  

   
 

  
  

 
  

 
 

 

 
  

 
      

    
 

  

ANALYSIS OF AGREEMENT CONTAINING CONSENT ORDERS 

TO AID PUBLIC COMMENT 

In the matter of JAB Consumer Partners SCA SICAR, National Veterinary Associates, Inc., 

VIPW, LLC and Ethos Veterinary Partners LLC 

File No. 2110174, FTC Docket No. C-4770 

I. Introduction 

The Federal Trade Commission ("Commission") has accepted, subject to final approval, 
an Agreement Containing Consent Orders ("Consent Agreement") with JAB Consumer Partners 
SCA SICAR ("JAB"), the owner of Compassion-First Pet Hospitals and NV A Parent Inc. 
(collectively, "Compassion-First/NV A"), and VIPW, LLC and Ethos Veterinary Partners LLC, 
owners of Ethos Veterinary Health LLC ("Ethos"), which is designed to remedy the 
anticompetitive effects that would result from Compassion First/NV A's proposed acquisition of 
Ethos. 

Pursuant to a Stock Purchase Agreement and Plan of Merger dated August 13, 2021, 
Compassion-First/NV A proposes to acquire Ethos for approximately $1.65 billion (the 
"Acquisition"). Both parties provide specialty and emergency veterinary services in clinics 
located in the United States. The Commission alleges in its Complaint that the Acquisition, if 
consummated, would violate Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. § 18, and 
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. § 45, by lessening 
competition in the markets for certain specialty and emergency veterinary services in four 
different localities in the United States. The Consent Agreement, which contains the proposed 
Decision and Order ("D&O") and Order to Maintain Assets, will remedy the alleged violations 
by preserving the competition that would otherwise be eliminated by the Acquisition. 
Specifically, under the terms of the D&O, Compassion-First/NV A is required to divest clinics to 
United Veterinary Care, LLC ("UVC") and Veritas Veterinary Partners ("Veritas"), operators of 
specialty and emergency veterinary clinics elsewhere in the country. In order to protect robust 
future competition in markets trending towards increased consolidation, including due to 
acquisitions by JAB that may or may not be reportable under the Hart-Scott-Rodino Premerger 
Notification Act ("HSR"), the D&O provides for (1) a statewide prior approval by the parties in 
California, Colorado, Virginia, Maryland, and throughout the District of Columbia for 
acquisitions proximate to existing and future Compassion-First/NV A emergency and specialty 
clinics, and (2) a nationwide prior notice for proposed acquisitions proximate to existing and 
future Compassion-First/NV A emergency and specialty clinics. 

The Consent Agreement with the proposed D&O and the Order to Maintain Assets has 
been placed on the public record for thirty days for receipt of comments from interested persons. 
Comments received during this period will become part of the public record. After thirty days, 
the Commission will review the D&O as well as any comments received, and decide whether it 
should withdraw, modify, or make the D&O final. The Commission is issuing the Order to 
Maintain Assets when the Consent Agreement is placed on the public record. 
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